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Ford Issues Two Safety Recalls in North America
DEARBORN, Mich., July 18, 2018 – Ford is issuing two safety recalls in North America. Details are:
Select 2013-16 model year Ford Fusion and 2013-14 Ford Escape vehicles to replace shifter cable bushings
Ford is issuing a safety recall in North America for approximately 550,000 2013-16 model year Ford Fusion and 2013-14
Ford Escape vehicles to replace shifter cable bushings.
On affected vehicles, the bushing that attaches the shifter cable to the transmission may detach from the transmission.
A degraded shifter cable bushing that detaches from the transmission may allow the transmission to be in a gear state
different than the gear shift position selected by the driver. The condition could allow the driver to move the shift lever
to “Park” and remove the ignition key, while the transmission may not be in “Park,” with no warning message or audible
chime. If the parking brake is not applied, a degraded shifter cable bushing that detaches from the transmission could
result in unintended vehicle movement, increasing the risk of injury or crash.
Ford is not aware of any accidents or injuries related to this condition.
Affected vehicles include:
•
2014 Ford Fusion vehicles built at Flat Rock Assembly Plant between June 18, 2013 and Sept. 15, 2013
•
2014-16 Ford Fusion vehicles built at Flat Rock Assembly Plant between June 2, 2014 and Aug. 31, 2015
•
2013-14 Ford Fusion vehicles built at Hermosillo Stamping and Assembly Plant between May 15, 2013 and
Sept. 15, 2013
•
2014-16 Ford Fusion vehicles built at Hermosillo Stamping and Assembly Plant between June 2, 2014 and Aug.
31, 2015
•
2013-14 Ford Escape vehicles built at Louisville Assembly Plant between May 15, 2013 and Sept. 15, 2013
The recall involves approximately 549,401 vehicles in North America, including 504,182 in the United States and
federalized territories, 36,887 in Canada, and 8,332 in Mexico. The Ford reference number for this recall is 18S20.
Dealers will replace the shifter cable bushing at no cost to the customer. Owners should use their parking brake.

Select 2018 Ford stripped chassis incomplete vehicles with 22.5-inch wheels and 22,000-, 24,000- or 26,000-pound
gross vehicle weight rating for non-heat-treated front-wheel studs
Ford is issuing a safety recall in North America for approximately 162 2018 Ford stripped chassis incomplete vehicles
with 22.5-inch wheels and 22,000-, 24,000- or 26,000-pound gross vehicle weight rating for front-wheel studs that were
not heat treated properly.
Ford is not aware of any accidents or injuries related to this condition.

Affected vehicles include 2018 F-53 stripped chassis incomplete vehicles built at Detroit Chassis Plant between June
13-22, 2018.
The recall involves approximately 162 incomplete vehicles in the United States. The Ford reference number for this
recall is 18S21.
Affected up-fitters and dealers will be notified by mail and instructed to inspect, remove and replace the suspect frontwheel hub studs as required, following the dealer bulletin technical instructions.

About Ford Motor Company
Ford Motor Company is a global company based in Dearborn, Michigan.The company designs, manufactures, markets
and services a full line of Ford cars, trucks, SUVs, electrified vehicles and Lincoln luxury vehicles, provides financial
services through Ford Motor Credit Company and is pursuing leadership positions in electrification, autonomous
vehicles and mobility solutions. Ford employs approximately 202,000 people worldwide.For more information
regarding Ford,its productsand Ford Motor Credit Company,please visitwww.corporate.ford.com.

